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Learn The Art Of Tantra And Take Your Love Life And Performance To Another Level With Exciting
And Practical Methods!BONUS: When you buy this book, you will also receive my free e-book on 21
Sex Positions To F*ck Her Brains Out within this book!Most people understand quality relationships
are not completely about sex, but sex does play a large role in determining the strength of the
connection to your lover. Many people focus on being a â€œGood husband or wifeâ€• by being
reliable, caring, and helping provide for each other to name a few, but sadly, in many relationships,
the sexual aspect goes neglected, and is the cause of many unsatisfied marriages, breakups, and
divorces. By learning and applying at least some of the information in this book, you will be able to
become a more sexually desirable and appreciated partner, or at least improve your sexual prowess
for the future.Here Are Five Questions You May Want To Ask Yourselfâ€¦1. Has my love life lost
excitement and satisfaction?2. Do I become frustrated at not being able to please my partner the
way I want to?3. How can I improve my sex drive?4. Do I ejaculate too quickly and feel
embarrassed during sex?5. Is my partner losing respect and desire for me?If any of these thoughts
apply to you, then have no more worry, you will learn how to overcome these problems in this
book!Here Is A Quick List Of Some Things You Will Learn...*Multiple sex positions and techniques
for oral, masturbatory, vaginal, and anal sex to increase excitement and pleasure, and add more
orgasms to your lovemaking.*How to use the correct methods of foreplay in numerous creative
ways, and the top five sex positions to achieve maximum climax and pleasure.*How to overcome
the problems of premature ejaculation for a man and finishing before the woman has an orgasm,
leading to disappointment and frustration.*The core principles of the Tantric Art and how to apply its
spiritual methods to improve the lovemaking experience.*Two powerful Tantric massage techniques
to prepare for increased pleasure before sex.*How to eat the correct kinds of foods to increase
libido, and improve energy for sex.*And much more! Take your copy today and take your love/sex
life to greater heights! Your partner will thank you for it! Sex Positions: 21 Illustrated Sex Positions
To F*ck Her Brains OutAdd some new positions in your lovemaking for increased pleasure and
passion in the bedroom!Does your sex life feel stale and routine? Is your woman or man interested
in experimenting? Do you want to become even better at delivering pleasure to your partner and
yourself? If so, by reading this book you will learn many practical ideas to spice up your sex
life!Relationships are about growing, and when things become routine, sometimes the passion
fades away. When you are always having sex in the same ways, perhaps it is what you and your
partner prefer, but if not, the why not add some variety and spice to your sex life? In this book, you
will learn how. Most of us know of the basic positions such as doggy style, missionary, cowgirl, etc,

however did you know there are many more that you can experiment with to bring variety to your
lovemaking experience? These are tested positions that have been taken from the Kama Sutra
itself, which is the essential philosophical and physiological master book of sex!You will learn such
positions as...*Tight Squeeze*The Good Spread*Hit The SpotAnd 18 others!Two books in one, take
yours today!
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The book is more about gaining a further connection with your mate, taking your relationship to the
next level, a spiritual level and treating sex as the sacred act of bonding that it really is. Tantric sex
has been around for 5000 years and dates back to ancient Hindu teachings. In Tantra, an organism
is an afterthought and is more about sensuality and shared energy. Breathing is important as is eye
contact and meditatation.This book is an absolutely beautiful approach to sex. A Great intro to
tantra, Tantric sex is good for you if youâ€™re looking for something new to do in bed.Tantric
techniques can boost your sex life and thrill your partner, great tantric guide and awesome
techniques and tips. This book is straight to the point, every couples must read this book it helps

you to spice up again your sex life,Multiple orgasms, in men and woman and how to achieve them. I
decided to talk to my spouse about giving some of this a shot. We put it to the test and after a few
weeks the results were electrifying.

I didn't ever think there could be any actual instructions on *improving* sex or *preventing premature
ejaculation*. Reading this book on both those subjects is a surely insightful, entertaining and
revealing journey ;)This book defines many spiritual topics related to improving one's lovemaking.
Its truly shocking for me that there is an actual concept on that. Tremendously intriguing book and
also sorta wordy. I saw that there are no images whatsoever about the positions, and so I had some
jumbles trying to figure out the word description. But it worked out after several tries. ;)

Good book with lots of information about sex. I learned too much from this book about tantric sex
and the ultimate benefit of sex to be a happier person. This book would really be helpful for every
couple or marriage to make their sex life great. A great for beginners for those who was curious
about tantric sex. Well worth reading and i definitely recommend this book to those interested in
tantric sex.

Long ago, people does not have any idea how to go about sex and what it is all about. Most people
do not realize how to perform the activity and if they are actually doing the right thing. As I have read
along the pages of this book, I learned a lot about love making and its perks. Sex is a skill that one
can learn and master in order to provide self pleasure and to your partner as well. What I like about
this book is that it teaches the different secrets on how one can control the act and prevent
premature ejaculation which can cease the enjoyment.

This is a very good, very well written book on a subject that is seen as strictly taboo in most
societies. To get the most out of lovemaking most people aren't "naturally" experts. So there is no
embarrassment in reading about different techniques in order to improve your performance and the
enjoyment of you and your partner. The author has explained this subject in a thoroughly mature,
responsible and adult way. I would recommend as many people as possible to read this.

If you are looking for something new to do in bed then this book for you.It has a good introduction to
Tantra, Tantric sex.The authors thoroughly, describing topics mature adults and responsible
way.This book aims to improve and save the relationship you by post or sex for you, teaching

techniques and tips that can be applied previously.I really enjoyed it.

A Great intro to tantra, Tantric sex is good for you if youâ€™re looking for something new to do in
bed. Tantric techniques can boost your sex life and thrill your partner, great tantric guide and
awesome techniques and tips. This book would really bring up a couple's' perspective towards their
sexual relationship not just physically but also mentally. I highly recommend this book, is a great
guide to spice up your relationship

This is a very hot book recommended by couple who wanted to experiment and explore things
about sex. I really enjoyed reading this book and I have learned ample things about having an
intimate. Our sex with my wife has never been that enjoying and satisfying after reading this book. A
very hot hot book for partners who want to have a hot knowing!
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